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 Allot time for each subject and try to complete it

 Make your study plan such a way that you must not 
feel it is hectic.



SWOT ANALYSIS 
 Strengths, Weaknesses, Opportunities, and Threats (SWOT) analysis   in every 

subject

write down your 

 strength chapters 

 weakness chapters

 opportunities chapters

( which you can cover with less time )

 difficult chapters 

Try to convert threat chapters into opportunities  chapters

Work on this , you will get definitely  success.

“Don’t say you don’t have enough time. You have exactly the same amount of hours 
per day that were given to…



Give Color Codes

 Prepare a proper plan to study all subjects with in the 
limited period.

 Count the remaining date for exam.

 To identify subjects in your plan, use color codes for 
each subject. Instead of writing the subject names, you 
can mark it with different colors.

 So make your study plan for CBSE Board Exams look 
colorful.



Break into Achievable Target
 As the Board portion is vast, you cannot complete it at 

one go. Allow equal time and complete the portions.

 Set a target for yourself either daily or weekly and 
achieve it. 

 Apart from your school portions, you can study a little 
extra if you have more time.

 write your target marks subject wise on your study 
table 

 Pest the time table near your study table.



Change your plan if 
you don't feel good

“plan , do check and  act (PDCA), do it repeatedly till you succeed”



 This is very important during studying.

 There are a lot of ways a student can get distracted

 Stay away from electronic gadgets during preparation.

 Instead of using your mobile phone to stay on social 
media or chatting, use it for study purposes.

 Stay focused on your writing.

 Try to complete CBSE sample papers in writing . 

 Try to secure 100% marks in those papers .

“Trust yourself, you know more than you think you do”

Stay focused



 You can check our previous year’s board exam question 
papers, take up online practice tests, and many more. 

 Also, believe in yourself and achieve the desired target.

“Nothing is impossible. The word itself says ‘I’m Possible’”



 Prepare mind map of every chapter , try to visualize it.

 Make sure you have completed thoroughly NCERT 
book.

( if NCERT book concept is cleared  you think  you can 
achieve min 85% result)

“Don’t think about tomorrow. Think about the task at hand.”



Health 
 Sleep early, get up early in the morning, have a proper 

breakfast and then study. ...

 Don't have too much on your plate.

 Exercise your brain in a constructive way, and do not 
burden it with a lot of thoughts. ...

 Practice the art of relaxation

“My advice is, never do tomorrow what you can do today. Procrastination is the 

thief of time.”  


